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MARKET ANALYST / BUSINESS ECONOMIST
A unique opportunity to launch your career as a private sector economist for an international
economic research consultancy, based out of Numera’s LatAm office in Buenos Aires.
Nos encontramos a la búsqueda de un analista económico / de mercado para formar parte de nuestra
practica de investigación sectorial, basado en la oficina regional de Buenos Aires.

Who we are
Numera Analytics is a global provider of macroeconomic and sectoral research. Our team of accomplished
economists produce comprehensive research and analysis to help shape investment decisions, commercial
strategy and risk management. We cater to a varied clientele of institutional investors and multinational firms.
Our sectoral research practice operates as an extension of our client’s business intelligence divisions.
We help connect the dots between developments in the real economy, the manufacturing sector, and
the end-use markets that drive market conditions in specific industrial and commodity sectors. We are
the world’s most dependable source of information for the global forest products and related industries.

Position profile
As a Market Analyst / Business Economist, your primary mandate will be to track, analyze and report
on key factors and developments influencing a specific sector, typically in the commodities and
materials markets.

Key responsibilities include:
x

Researching, collecting and analyzing statistics and information on key factors and trends
impacting a given sector;

x

Write on key developments in succinct monthly industrial reports.

x

Assist senior staff members in analyzing and forecasting industry-specific supply and demand
factors, the macroeconomic environment and competing technologies.
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x

Track recent news and developments affecting key industry participants, through third-party
news providers, but also company calls and financial reports.

x

Serve as a trusted client contact while offering consummate customer service and relationship
management.

x

Collaborate with Numera’s business development team in prospecting and client retention.

Requirements:
x

Higher education in economics or a relevant related discipline. A Master’s degree in Economics
is a plus.

x

1-2 years of experience in a similar analyst position. However, we will also consider candidates
with no relevant work experience and a graduate degree in economics or associated discipline.

x

Excellent written and spoken English communication skills. Although the position is based out
of Buenos Aires, the workflow and all communication (client and internal) is in English.

x

Advanced knowledge of Excel.

Our ideal candidate will have:
x

A keen interest in macroeconomics in a business context.

x

English-language journalistic writing skills.

x

An ability to communicate results in a convincing and engaging manner.

x

A willingness to work in teams, adjust priorities, and adapt to new objectives.

x

An entrepreneurial spirit and willingness to contribute to Numera’s long-term success.

To apply for this position, send your cover letter, resume and transcripts to jobs@numeraanalytics.com.
Please note that we will only review CVs and cover letters in English.
In addition, please indicate your name, job title and location (Market Analyst – Buenos Aires) in the email subject.

